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Social Media Policy

KGE makes use of social media sites specifically to enable positive discourse and 
dissemination of information in a constructive environment to members and the general 
public, utilizing such forum and media outlets including our own website, forums such social 
media sites as Facebook and Twitter, where those groups can be constructed as a positive 
outlet for our members.  Therefore, the KGE Board of Directors sets forth this policy is to be 
utilized within the framework of KGE, its subsidiaries, projects, and membership.  

We set forth these principles for use of social media as an entity:
1. Responsibility.
There is a disparagement in the interpretation that "Right to Expression" implies lack of 
consequence. Your organization and its representatives will take responsibility for what they 
write and exercise good judgment and common sense.
2. Authenticity.
Consumers require transparency. Players and staff discussing KGE and its subsidiaries or 
projects will include their name and, when appropriate, official titles.
3. Consideration.
Staff and players will remember that potential readers include past, current, and potential 
clients. Proof-read before publishing any content that may serve to alienate other participants.
4. Judgment.
All participants will refrain from comments that may be interpreted as slurs, attacks, or 
inflammatory barbs. The Internet is rife with varied opinions but you remain responsible for 
yours, whether posting on an official forum or site, or an
outside service that others may read when collecting an opinion on our organization.
5. Concept and Transparency.
The essence of community is the idea that it exists so that you can support others and they, in
turn, can support you.  Balance personal and professional information, and the important role 
that transparency plays in building a community. This will not be an environment where 
competition is encouraged or emphasized, but rather a platform where members and officers 
feel comfortable sharing, connecting, and receiving advice or assistance.
6. Fair Use.
Always give proper credit for works you cite and verify you have the right to use information or
media belonging to someone else.
7. Confidential & Proprietary Information.
An incidental exposure of information is a matter of course in a public community. We must 
never maliciously or carelessly spread information or rumors to the detriment of another 
player or the community as a whole.
8. Value.
Our staff will include corporate concepts and ideas provided by members and staff for future 
product and development. While not possible in all cases, news and press release information
should be provided in a timely enough manner to permit member interaction and discussion 



whenever possible.
9. Productivity.
The website and social media outlets will be sufficiently charged with input and questions to 
stimulate a positive address and beneficial exchange of information.
10. Improvement.
This, and any other public release, shall be updated periodically to ensure that these policies 
remain in the public eye and continue to address the needs of the community as a whole.


